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All the news that's fit to rip out.

Wednesday, March 18, 1970

VOL. 6 No. 1

Pri_ce: Sc Per Copy

STUDENTS
AND
DEPARTMENT
POLICIES
~an editorial commen!)
It's too bad that when students
marched to President Sachs' office
last week, they were duplicating almost precisely the scene which occurred there a year ago almost to the
day, except that those students were
marching up in support of Stern and
Lawrence.
It seems that we haven't learned
much since last year. If there was
one message from the recent student
assembly, and .the later meetings of
the Union of Students, it was thaf
students must begin participating in
the decision-making at the departmental level.
The decision to retain or not to
retain faculty is made at this level,
as are most critical academic decisions. Students must, then, be permitted to participate in this process,
as they are beginning to do in some
departments, such as History and
Art. ·
The ACC English Department
Committee is getting started on
some of the important work that its
department needs, such as faculty
evaluation and increased student
participation, but there's a lot more
to be done.
Our concern as students mu st be
with this issue. If we can address
ourselves to this matter, there might
not be a Rocky Gray-type controversy next year.

Thursday afternoon, 1:05. The English department student meeting gets under way.

Thursday afternoon, 1:1_7. The group votes its confidence in an Ad-Hoc committee for Rockwell Gray.

Thursday afternoon, 1:35. 125 students march to the President's office.
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LIEBOW RAPS ARNOLD WOLMAN
I have told my journalism students over and over that if you
want to keep something going in
the press, write a letter. If you
forget an issue, it usuall y fades
awa y . Disregarding my own advice, I'd like to clarify some of Mr.
Arnold Wolman's comments tha t
aP.peared in last week's PRINT.
When the ineffable Mr. Wolman
caught me in the middle of one of
Mrs. Straz' s eggplant supremes,
a nd asked me about the "firing" of
Rocky Gray , and the PRINT story of the firing, I told him - or tried
to tell him - that the re was a difference between not being retained,

being " fired " , and not being grant- conclu sio n that Mr. Gray will go ;
a nd (2) he assumes that every
ed tenure.
I acknowledged that all these member of the committee must
actions might seem pretty much have been opposed to the retention
of Rocky G ray. It a in't necessarily
the same to the teac her involved .
I also tried to ma ke it clear that so.
Two other things emerged as
as a member of the retention committee, I felt that I shouldn' t be the result of Mr. Gray's story : one
di scussing the case while Mr. colleague told me that Mr. WolGray was seeking avenues of redr- man made me look like a babbling
idiot, and a student told me it dese ss.
troyed my Sherlockian image. The
, Two things were apparent to me
former is indeed unfortunate, but
during our brief conversation in the latter cuts me to the very qu ick
the cafeteria (and from Mr. Wot- -i n a n image-conscious world .
man's rema rks about his conversaSincerely,
tions with Mr. Deville) : in Mr.
E.M . Liebow
Wolma n's mind it is a fo regone

STAN DALE WRITES ABOUT GRAY
"Go home, my lambs, unfed ; - T he fact that many other cases
your master has now no time for as this one occur in other departments, in otller schools, leads one
you. " Though John Milton had
something el se in mind, the line to ponder more closely what can
would serve to express t he appar- ,be done to alleviate the impending
'doom which often lingers over the
ent a ttitude of the English D epart- \
ment at Northeastern Illinois State heads of non-tenured department
members. To be sure, it is of utCollege, where many students 11re
about to Jose a wonderful shep- most importance, t hat the fac ulty
herd . F o r no given reason, the ob- not be entirely ru n by the stude nts,
viously uninformed D epartment but on the other side of the coin,
has narrow-mindedly refused to students' wishes also must be conrenew the upcoming contract of sidered . I would conjecture that if
Mr. Rockwell Gray. I a m c ertain
the English Departmen t has to do
that many other people a re as d is- some spring ho usecleaning, they
turbed over the issue as I am. It is begin by c hec king o n the acco msenseless to see such a brilliant, pli shments of a few other instrncwarm, devoted instructor released tors whose method s are not quiteby an ultimately ignorant action of u p to th is day and age.
the Department. ·
I he reby suggest that the E nglish

D epartme nt reconsider their actions regarding Mr. Gray. lam not
writing for Mr. Gray's retentio n
per se, but on behalf of his intention, and also for the students
who hopefully will be able to say
something before such an issue
again arises ... Mr. Gray wishes to
teach, to show, to help, and to be
an asset to the school. He can do
no ne of these things for us if he is
not here. I urge those involved to
keep Mr. Gray, or it truly shall be
realized that one man's loss is ano ther's gain ... Let's be selfi sh!
Let's not lose ! •
Sincerely,
Stanley J . D ale
English Major

AN ANTI-SEMITE SPEAKS OUT
Unce again recently in this .
ne wspaper a vicious a nd misguide d attac k· was made upo n us
perso ns w ho oppose the infl uence
of the Jewish people in t his country. We are accused of being persons who condone the .mass murder of peoples and races, and we
are accused of being insane.
In t he fi rst place it is not fair to
classify all .a nti-Semites in one category a nd associate them with t he
N azis of Europe. There w e re
anti-Se mites lo ng be fo re the re
were N azis (including Ben Frank.'.'
tin, M artin Luther , General U lysses S. G rant and others) and
there will ,be a nti-Se mites long after we are all gone. Anti-Semitism
does not for m out of " insanity" or
out of some generalized hatred,
currently called "prejudice," but
rather out of something real and
concrete in our social environment.
It is true that some persons are

anti-Semites because they are out
a nd out crackpots. Others are
. anti-Semites out of distaste for
Jewish social mannerisms or out of
a reaction to questionable Jewish
business ethics. But sophisticated
20th century anti-Semitism is
based on somewhat differe!lt and
deeper grounds.

Today in this country there is a
massive attack being made on the
very foundations of our cultural
system. Qualities such as respect
for ·authority, order, duty, honor,
patriotism and a whole range of

morai vaiues are bei ng negated by
certain segments of our population . To be sure, our culture is
far fro m perfect, but it is rela tively
a fairly good o ne, and o ne wonders
where from t his inordinate hatred
ofit.
U pon critical inspection of those
segments of our society where the
a ttac k is strongest one find s grea t
numbe rs of active a nd dedicated
Jews. One Jewish doctor becomes
the G reat Authority for tens of
millions of mothers in instructing
them how to raise their children.
The media of communication is
virtually controlled by Jews and in
our academic community wherever the theme of "revolution"
rings out, we find the institution
inundated with Jewish influence.
Take a deeper look and it is very
o bvious that the Jews are the
source and inspiration for our current bohemian movement and for
th~ vicious attack on our culture .
The picture of anarchist Jews
leading idealistic and sincere Gentiles in an attack on their very own
culture is not something new in the
I 9th and 20th centuries. But if you
ask any student what the complllint of the Europeans was prior'
to World War II , he will dumbly
an s wer that they were "prejudiced." It has become a taboo to
articulate the positions of the European anti-Semites. And thi s is
understandable, because the same
patterns and forces continue to operate here, and to articulate this
'
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viewpoint would mean tha t it
wo uld very likely spread like wildfire. It would not spread because
Gentiles are anxious to become
anti-Semitic, but rather because, at
its essence, it is true .
Th::; degree of Jewish insincerity
manifests itself in the gap between
thei r words and their deeds. They,
as a group, preach that patriotism
is stupid and narrow and they encourage flag burni ng, but they , as a
group, love their culture and nation and support it at all costs.
Picture their reactions if someone
burned an Israeli flag! They say all
peoples should "integrate" and
"assimilate," but they have never
nor do they seem to intend to integrate. Their Israel is a racial-religious state. They claim to
be "concerned" for the poor of the
world but their record as exploiters of the poor in the cities is
unquestionable, and moreover,
they think nothing of stealing land
from and napalming barefooted
Arabs. One could go on and on.

The '-ortlu·a~t«·r11
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Th e re wa s so much respo nse to - last La st re sort . . .. . .... . ..... . ...... . . Dave G ree n
weeks address to the college b y our edi- N ice fe llow . ... . .... . ... . . . . . .. . . Rog e r Bad er
tor, Ken Daivs, it has prompted Larry Burn ing i deal ist . .... .. . ... .Connie M cNeely
Spaeth to make a simila r appeal. Follow- Nice Nice . ... .. .. . ..... . . ... . .. Maura G eorg e
ing last weeks example t he text will not be Joke .... . .. . ...... . .. .. . .. ........ Bill Spre it zer
printed in its entirity, but will be edited to Peace niks .. .. . . . .. .. . .......... M ike Gilmore,
give it a sense of cohesiv ness a nd clarity. . Melody Cobleigh, Fre d English, Barb Sie-·
" I am going to util ize th is space to lecki, Cindy Dubas, Marnie Fournie r,
make an emotional appeal t o all t he Madeline Poste r, Frank Kon ra d , Steve
people in the college who have a desire Mandell, Ron MiddleJon, Sue Mason, Rich
for power. How would you like to work Sears, Ellen Friedman, Barb Ulman, N owith me in determining the path that t he ree n Ciesie lczyk, Monika Czehak, and othPRINT's advertising depo rtment w ill take. e r cri minals.
If you accept this <;hallenge you would in
DEPARTMENTS
effect have the opportunity to manipulate Corey' s Place . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . .... .Gene Co rey
the printed media and decide for our Mondo Crypto • • • • • • .Gary' Dale Stockmann
thousands of readers what their tastes EQ .. · · · · · · • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••• .Connie M c Neely
and wants will be. Th is is no mean ta sk Del Breckenfeld ..... . ... . . .. Del Brec kenfeld
and I wouldn't suggest t his type work for Socialist Bulletin . ..... . . . . .. . Hal Blueth m a n
the average person. You- must be an Inte rn a tional Corner . . .. . . ....... F.R. Ferrier,
above average power- mo nger with an
Tim Short
intense desire to mold peoples minds. If Cinema • . . . .... ... .. . . .. . . . .. . . .James .Mart in
your up to it come and see me."
l
CELEBRITIES
If you have been touched by this Staff Member Emeritu s... ..Marcella G .
heart-rendering appeal, then write down
Kruguer
:;~~ rt~:~o;~:~

It does not follow that
anti-Semitism leads to "hatred" of
other races. Even the Nazi leaders, who were extremists and
somewhat irrespo·nsible types,
were sympathetic with the Japanese, the Arabs and the Turks.
Many anti-Semites feel respect for •
other races and desire racial harmony. It also does not follow that
anti-Semites advocate genocide
against other races or against

:'c, st~:~~1~/:J'i:~ :n: ~:~~r...·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. ·.·. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.-.·.·.·.·.M·~j;e;v~1r~,;'

dressed to Larry Spaeth. Your sympathy is
appreciated.
The Northeastern PRINT is pub lished at
Northeastern Illinois State College, Bryn
Mawr at St. Louis, Chicago. Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those
of the administration and need reflect the
opinions of the individual contributor solely. Address comments to PRINT office E-45.

REGULARS
Edgar Grot he . . •.. . .. .... ... . . . . ... . Ken Davis
Bull . .. . .. . . . . ..... . . . . .. . .. .. .... .Larry Spaeth
Who? ...... . . . .. . ..... . . . . . .. . . .. . Lynn Musson

Drunk of the Week . ... . .. ... . Dave Meissner
Confidentia l. ........... . ...... Chuck Stamps
Faculty Member of the Week .... ...... Roger
Cha r lier
Student of the Week ... . .... . . . . . Jake Smith
Sponsor (mentor) ................ E.M. Liebow

N ortheastern PRI N T Editorial Panel:
K en Davis, editor; Co nnie M cNeely,
Managing Editor; R oger Bader, photography editor; Larry Spaeth;-· B usiness Manager; Dave G reen, sports
editor.
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~; POSSIBLE NEW
. · -, RETENTION HEARINGS,
MARCH ON SACHS'
.OFFICE, MEETINGS,
CONFERENCES, DISCUSSIONS, .:. AND THE SAGA
OF ROCKY GRAY CONTINUES.
As a throng of quiet, determined
people stood obediently at the foot of
NISC's luxurious marble staircase,
awaiting-the signal to ascend, a different type of crowd , was gathering
around to watch.
These were the people who had already seen one "march-up," one sit-in
and one chain-in in past years, as well
as varied other mass or semi-mass protests, and these people were quite surprised. Their surprise was not the
march, or the number of people in it,
but rather the types of people participating.
Somewhere near the end of the parade were the "radicals" -all veterans
of NISC's past protest activity. But
they weren't calling the shots last
Thursday. The leaders were two
slightly built but determined girls who
were getting into the marchup business
for the first time.
These girls, Carol Carlson and Chris
Grosch, a"Jong with Dan Conlon and

Steve Pantos, comprise what they
humbly call, the " nucleus" of the
"Ad-Hoc Committee for M r. Gray."
Thursday's marchup was not a
planned demonstration of any kind. In
fact, the Ad-Hoc committee had simply made an appointment with the
President to deliver to him a letter
explaining their position with respect
to the non-retention of Rockwell Gray
by the department of English. The fact
that 125 people decided to trot along
to see the letter delivered doesn't
mean there was a demonstration.
But Carol and Chris aren't the only
two who became political activists
overnight. The veteran observers
hanging around the registration bulletin boards could probably have counted on two hands the number of people
who usuall y get into these things . This
time there were quiet students who
had never been to the President's office before, some middle-aged housewives, and an assortment of "silent
Rocky Gray

majority" types, all climbing stairs together.
A few minutes before, these people.
were all gathered in A-115 for an
"English department meeting," discussing Rockwell Gray's case. They
had been there last Tuesday to hear
Gray speak, and they were planning to
get together again yesterday for a _
meeting with representatives of the department.
At these meetings, there appeared to
be a distinct split between two goals
and ideas. Many students appeared
concerned primarily with Rockwell
Gray, and their goal is simply the retention of a favorite teacher. Others,
however, preferred to deal with · the
larger issue of faculty retention, and
began mobilizing a force to attempt to
deal with this dilemma.
Currently, there are two groups at
work in the department dealing with
Gray, and their functions fall somewhat along these philosophical lines.
While the Ad-Hoc committee is conOver 100 jam the hallway leading to President Sachs' oft"ace.

Left: President Sachs explains the role of administration in faculty retention. Right: Students Chris Grosch(left) and Carol Carlson
(right) present their letter.

cerned primarily with Gray's reten-·
tion, another group, the ACC English
Department is concerned more with
the larger issues of retention procedure,. evaluation of faculty, and student involvement with the department.
The ACC English Committee was
set up during September's All-College
Conference. Chaired by Bill Hennessey, its Vice Chairman is Paul Meyer.
Maureen T. Kenny, Muriel Marks and
Larry Holek are activel y involved
~ith the committee's far-reaching proJects.
-These larger issues were to have
been discussed yesterday afternoon in
a departmental meeting. Unofficially,
it was expected that Dr. Robert Paine,
department chairman, and many of the
depar~ment's tenured faculty would attend.
Plans were also made for a special
Bugg House program today, but the
program was canceled Friday afternoon after an informal meeting between leaders of the concerned students, Mr. Gray, and Dr. Paine. At
that time, considerable communication
appeared to have occurred, and Dr.
Paine reportedly announced that the
department's retention committee
would meet a third.time to consider the
Gray case .
Unfortunately, the events occurred
too close to ·press time for full confirmation from official sources .
PRINT arranged for an appropriate
interview with Dr. Paine for next
wee k's issue, a nd full details will be
availa ble then.
On F riday afternoon, plans were
being made for a meeting between the
tenured faculty who comprise the retention committee, and others concerned with the Gray non-retention. If
the retention committee is, in fact, to
meet again, it is not known when. This
would be the third meeting to discuss
Rockwell Gray. On both previous occasions, the group stated that the
needs of the department could be better met by another.
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Curriculum

by

Fall?

TEACHER PLACEMENT
DAYS ANNOUNCED

Senate hears student views
on curriculum
The proposed change in basic curriculum was discussed by faculty members and
students at the open meeting held bv the
Faculty Senate on March I 0 . Approximately 60 interested students attended the
meeting, which was held primarily to hear
student reaction to curriculum proposals.
This hearing was actually a continuation
of the Faculty Senate meeting of two weeks
ago, when the Senate discussed Dr. June
Sochen's proposal of 33 hours of basic requirments for all students, the Curriculum
Council's recommendation of three different basic programs for the three separate
areas of Elementary Education, Secondary
Education and Liberal Arts, and the feasibility of a basic program self-structured by
the student himself.
The open hearing was moderated by Dr.
Lorenzo Harrison, who outlined the purpose of the meeting by stating that rio motions would be allowed from the floor since
the meeting's function would be to hear
other viewpoints before the curriculum recommendations go to a vote at the next Faculty Assembly on March 17.
The modification of basic requirements
is set to be voted on this week at a special
session of the Faculty Assembly . Most students at the meeting seemed to agree on the
necessity of fast action so the new basic re-

quirements could go into effect this fall.
Dr. Berlinger, who supports the Curriculum Council's proposal, pointed out that
the department is better able to select those
requirements which will tie in more closely
with the major field of study. The department can select a basic program which will
suit the major. But Dr. Sochen, author of
the alternate proposal, pointed out that the
student will encounter difficulties when the
major is changed and termed the Curriculum Council recommendation an "administrative nightmare."
The possibility of a self-structured program wl}s discussed . An experimental plan
calling for 100 students, selected at rand,om, to test the self-structured requirements was proposed .. Data could then be
compiled on the degree of success achieved
and the students' own reaction to the program.
Several students spoke of the necessity
that . the students selected for the1 experimental program be representative of
the entire student body.
Dr. Sachs presented his view that the
modified proposal of either 30 or 33 hours
is best for the college at t\lis time. This
would give time to study th'e· success of a
self-structured program and still remove
the ·63 hour basic program with which the
student is presently burdened.

Robert P.' Hanrahan, Superintendent of list of vacancies in suburban Cook County
the Educational Service Region of Cook schools along with a Map and Directory
County, will sponsor two placement days, ' of the County . Exhibit area maps designaMarch 23 and March 30, for teachen; grad- ting the booths of particular districts will be
uating from college and experienced tea.c h- available.
ers to meet administrators from Cook
Questions on certification will be anCounty school districts who desire teach- swered by Mr. Wehmhoefer. Dr. George
ers for September, 1970. The meeting Gilluly, Deputy Superintendent, will be
place will be the exhibit area of the Sher- present to answer questions on contracts
man House, Clark and Randolph, Chicago, and legal matters pertaining to employIllinois.
ment.
Representatives from the Chicago PubThe meeting days will afford an opportunity for teacher applicants to meet and lic Schools,- the Catholic Archdiocese, the
talk to many administrators who will dis- Lutheran Schools , and Junior Colleges will
tribute information and answer inquiries also be invited to participate.
Placement directors of colleges and uniabout their school districts.
Roy A. Wehmhoefer, Assistant Superin- versities will be urged to attend in order to
tendent for Teacher Placement and Certifi- become acquainted with school districts
cation, will provide potential candidates a administrators .

BLACK SCHOLARS LECTURE
The NISC Department of History has
announced that at l :00 P.M. Thursday
March 26 in the Little Theatre Mr. Odis
Hyde, distinguished Afro-American scholar of the 20th century will speak on "The
Blacks in the New Deal : A Last Opportunity."
They also announced that at 10:00 A .M.
and 12:00 Noon Monday April 13 in the
Auditorium Mr. Okon Uya, a native Ebo

of Nigeria, and graduate of the· University
of Wisconsin where he teaches courses in
Afro-American History and who has written two books on the subject will speak on
"A Conceptual Framework for the St1:1dy
of Afro-American History."
Both of these lectures are in conjuction
with Main Currents in American History
and World History Courses . All students
and faculty are invited to come and hear
the speakers .

TRANSPORTATION SURVEY CONFIRMS
.FREE CLASSIFIEDS ..

MORE CARS PARKING IN FEWER SPACES
parked at meters. To get from their cars to
the college, 721 people usually walk at
recently completed the 1970 Transleast one block, 451 walk two to three
portation Study. Surveys were distributed
blocks , and 3 l walk more than four blocks.
The remaining 2567 drivers walk either
.l ast fall to the (estimated) 6718 people who
from the lots or from directly encompasspopulate NISC.
Of the 88% response, questionaires were. ing streets.
received from 3284 of 3709 underAll freshmen and civil service workers
graduates ; 2239 of 2450 graduate students;
indicated that they park within two blocks
193 of 317 faculty members ; and 173 of of Northeastern.
242 civil service staff.
Only 3274 drivers travel to and from
The purpose of the study is threefold .
school alone. Of the total of 292 undergraduates bringing one extra rider, juniors
First, it gives the college administration an
bring 93 . 44 day students take two passeninsight to the problems of the college COJTlgers, a nd ten drive in with 3-5 others in
munity- parking, traffic , and classroom
their· car s. Gradu a tes have 116
space. Second, it will be use.cl a s a guide for
one-extra-passenger cars, and 17 graduates
the proposing of new facilities . Third, it
bring two or three along.
will be compa red with other Illinoi s State
All of three faculty members ride with
C olleges a nd universities in regard to transtheir p e ers , and of seven passenporta tio n problems and space allocations .
ge r-carrying civil service employees, one
A simila r stu dy made last year was used
driver brings four companion s.
in compari son to sho w percentile differSome general observations of undere nces. T he re was a 6% increase in a uto
graduate s: fres hmen drive the least, but
d ri vers (b ringing the tota l to 3770 cars);
also wal k the least. Juniors drive the most,
I 55'.? now use the CT A, causing a decrease
carry more passengers, use CT A the most,
o f 7% since Jan uary 1969.
343 peopl e are ride rs wit h other school . and ha ve the most parking problems . Send rivers, an increase of 1. 5%. There was a
iors have more ways of ge tting to NISC
1.5% decrease in other mea ns of trans(neither ca r nor C T A) a nd have more utilization of city pa rking. Sophomores seem to
portation (224 people either walk, ride
strike a happy medium .
bi kes , or use pogo stick s.)
NJSC · gradu ate stude nts account fo r
The campu s lots are used by 251 I ca rs .
1704 cars and 306 more use the CT A. The
G rad students ta ke up 1,000 spaces, facultraffic jams occuning ·on Saturdays .and in
ty membe rs use 142, and civil ser.vice
the early evenings are evidently caused by
workers find 77 spots .
the great influx of grad students as ' the
These results help point out why, at one
majority of undergrads are leaving.
time or another, 1232 a utos find parking
Although only 61 % of the faculty replaces on the surrounding streets. Only 19
turned. the survey, clear-cut results can be
drivers use private lots , and 8 cars are
by Lynda Immergluck
The Institutional Research Department

~

THE FLIP SIDE
TRS TICKETRON ELECTRONIC TICKET OFFICE

-

discerned. Auto drivers total 160, and 17
faculty take the bus and/or rapid transit. 16
have other modes of transportation, including one motorcycle.
The civil service staff get to thefr"jobs in
116 cars, 37 travel on the CT A , and 20 find
other means of reaching N ISC. (Some live
within walking distance .)
The preceding data is just a small portion
of the entire survey. Other information includes arrival and departure schedules, zip
code comparisons, routes used, and,
among other things , the number of people
with jobs before and after school.
The department of Institutional Research, under the .direction of Mr. Bullis
(upon the recent promotion of Dr. Harold
Mohamed to A ssistant Vice-President for
Administrative Affairs), spent over a
month on the compilation of this report.
With the additional supervision of departme nt a ssociates Mr. Allen Bennett, Mr.
Robert Prescott and Mrs. Karen Gallivan,
nea rly 7,000 surveys were processed.
Ci vil service secretary Mrs. Rose Creini n and student aides Peter Krau s, Kathleen Stewa rt, Sandi Harri son, Su san Novak and Lynda Immergluck separated,
coded, counted , and corrected errors on
every questionaire the department rece ived .
As the survey becomes an annua l affa ir,
the Department of Institutional Research
will attempt a more concise questionaire
that may cover several more areas of con-·
centration . The continuing work is living
up to the department's belief that "problems can be alleviated through. research ."

REWARD For return of wa llet and cards. Fo rget the
money inside . URGENT. Will need all papers if a rrested in Comm . Ed. demonstration. Contact R.H .
Arons or Mrs. Zimmerman .
Ed Shore.
Assistant Brokerage Supervisor
263-1920
Wanted
A home for a -young Siamese sable point kitten. New
Landlord. No pets. Philipps. Art Bldg. F 109.
For Sale - cheap. Service for 8-new-still in carton-dishes included are soup plates, sugar and creamer in each 4-pc. set and vegetable platter in each .
All for $9.50. Will separate each set of 4 service for
$4.75 each. Mrs. Cooperman Health Service . Tele
#504 or come into Health Service for more informa_t_io_n_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The UNION OF STUDENTS needs members. Inquire
and sign up in the Student Government Office, E028.
Come to the Corn Cellar any Friday n·ight, 8 ,00 midnight.
'
Lost, Navy blue skirt in A Lounge Tues. March 10th.
Please rfi:turn t o Melanie Hince in A lounge or to lost
and found . _
P.S. Still no ans w ,;,r to my interesting ad of Feb. 11th.
Was there any response up at U.W.? Rahjer
Interested in performing in a cozy coffee house call the Corn Cellar, 583-6109.
If you want to put your old recorder to good use,
b r ing it to t he Print Office. A ll recor d e rs wi ll be used
by stud en ts at D.R. Camero n Ele m entary School.
Dean Po lach e k.
M .C. 1 still love you! Taurus .
Once again tr'uth, beauty, just ice, a nd the ameri can
way has triumphed. The wall is gone!! Ethel and
Sue.

8 o b - I saw your perf ormance broke your leg!! Carlotta

you s hou Id h a v e

Stretch - Carlotta's only kidding. She had her fall
on backwards. Rodack

RED DOT

Any questions about the UNION OF STUDENTS can
be answered in the Student Government Office ,
E028.

Laundry and

I am not now, nor have I ever been in any way
connected with the UNION OF STUDENTS. J. Sachs.

Dry Clean~rs

C.R. I love you MORE.

HOURS, DAILY 10- 5,30

STEREO L.P.'s-$3 . 19
8-TRACK TAPES-$5.50
MONAURAL L.P .'s-$ 1.00--~~lii!

Been in, or interested in, communal living, either in
city or in the country? We~kend to rap about successes and failures. Get and share knowledge about
how to try and survive. Pleasant Valley Farm, March
27 - 29, See Connie in E-45.

People 39 more days before dysentery! Eat
Hardy!! Acapulco Joe

3246 W. Foster
10% discount to all students

''

"Women!" Steve Mandell.

Cont. on pg. 11, • - , • , , , ,
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Jews. To make this association is
to automatically make anyone who
opposes the Jews a horrendous
creature.
Many solutions more humane
and reasonable than genocide are

possible. Programs could be in- .
sJituted to educate the Jews and to
get them to control their hatred of
the Gentile cultures. Also, Jews
could be educated in the areas of
ethics and aesthetics. Our Jewish
friends should be brought to real-
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ize that there are limits to the naivete of the Gentile and that the ·
Gentile will become a ngry when
he realizes that he has been led by
alien forces to turn against his very
own nation, people. and culture.
Bob Hill

STUDENTS WRITE OF TICI{ET POLICY
Dear Print,
In regard to the letter by Fougers R . Ferrier concernir:ig the
tickets to the Vienna Boy s C hoir
concert, we would like to expound
upon his statements.
We b'elieve the commun ity is not
to blame for the lac k of tickets
available to the'students. The past
pot;cy of ti <:=ket distribution was

not beneficial to the students.
Shouldn't the students have priority on tickets? Aren't the stude nts
the ones paying for the concert?
We are surprised that 700 tickets can be distributed withi n an
hour to an hour and a half. We
suggest that tickets be available to
the students before being re leased
to the facu lty and the general pub-

lie. This would help eliminate the'
problem of students being unable
to acquire tickets.
Thank you,
Concerned Music Students
Ed. No te: The letter was signed by
thirty concerned students, including one part chairman of the
Concert Series.

ANOTHER PROTEST OF TICI{ET POLICY
We would like to make a few
tickets were distributed to either c hildren), their bridge partners,
comments o n the inconsiderate
lounge for those four hours . There their relati ves, Uncle George who
use of a privilege that has been
was not. The majority of these had hi s big toe amputated last
extended to the staff and faculty
tickets went to faculty or staff spring, cou sin Tilda's aunt Je ssie,
member s. The se people are . members who did not have to wait ad infinitum, ad nau seum. These
in line. These people merely call extra people are not entitled to
a llowed to attend, free of any
charge, s<;hool funct ions that are
the information booth before the attend these functions and they
set up for the student body of tickets are allowed to be dis- should not be allowed to just beNI SC ; these· events are paid for
tributed and ask that several tick- cause one faculty member who is
ou't of the student fee s that each
ets (not just one) be reserved for not going to one of these concerts
student must pay every trimester.
them . This means that, if enough gives his ticket to another or bepeople do this, the majority of the cause some faculty member asks
T he various affairs are brought tickets are gone before they are his students for their cards.
here for the entertainment and/or allowed to be distributed to the
We consider this an abuse of a
education of the students ofNISC. students. Why should tickets be privilege . There are 6000+ stuIt would only seem fair that the reserved for these people and not dents in this school, a ll of whom
students who pay for these affairs for the students who are paying for are entitled to attend these affairs .
would also be able to attend them . them with their student fees?
If the y cannot attend because of
However, due to those faculty
overcrowding of the aud itorium,
We have seen faculty members that overcrowding should be a remembers at N ISC who abuse their
privilege to a free ticket to these heading for the information booth sult of other students who are benaffairs, many of the students of with a fi stful of activity cards a nd efitting from their tickets - not beNISC have been unable to attend receive several tickets. Yet, when cause of some inconsiderate faculthese functions . I am referring to a student approaches the booth ty or staff member who can well
two functions in particular: the with more than one activity card, afford to purchase a ticket. We do
Jose Greco Concert and the the new policy is to refuse him the not wish to have these privileges
Vienna Boys Choir Concert. By extra tickets. Why the inconsist- revoked, although we feel there
noon of the first day of ticket sales ency in policy?
really should be no reason for
the tickets available to the stuWe have spoken to a few of them to have received these prividents and faculty were sold out. those students who have attended leges in the first place, but we feel
This means that approximately these two affairs and have been that if this abuse continues, the
600 tickets were distributed in four informed that the majority of the students should holler about it.
hours time on that day, which people in attendance were not stu- Are our feelings unjustified?
means there would have had to dents. There were faculty mem- .Mario Cortesi
have been a line extending from bers and their wives, their chil- Teresa R. Franke
the information booth where the dren, their neighbors (and their Clare Billingham

ABC PICTURES CORP. PRESENTS A PALOMAR PICTURE
SCREENPlAYBYMARTIN LAVUT AN0GEORGE BLOOMFIELD STORY BY DIANA GOULD
"WAITING"--~•,. NILSSON PRODUCED BY EDGAR J. SCH ERICK DIRECTED BYGEORGE BLOOMFIELD

...a A suasmtARY OF THE AMERICAN I

I. Crying babies.
2. Young adults who behave
like youngsters at a Saturday
matinee, and for anyone who
has ever been to one, this
should be self-explanatory.
3. Smoking, in spite of "NO

NOWI
Open 8 :4 5 a.m.

shocked by the disn,:ssal of Mr.
Rockwell Gray and its implications for all education majors. 11,ad
never considered the relationship
of book~writing ability to teaching
ability. However, now that I consider it, writing books is truly vital
to teaching .
WHY isn't NISC prep.a ring fu ture teachers for this vital facet of

ob, Gll!Al STAI(\ TH(All!f

UNITED ARTISTS

WLS-FM wants you
WLS-FM wants students to rap with. We need two from each
campus in the Chicago area to join our student advisory panel.
You'd meet once a month or so and discuss any ideas you think

SMOKING" signs and a
special announcement from
the stage .
hope that the next time I decide to attend a free film, I'll be
able to enjoy it.

our rad io stati o n should participate in. For instance, i f you like a
particular rec o rd, you can call it to our attention. That's what an
odvisory panel is all about-you advise us. We want to know
what's going on on your campus. If you ' re interested contact the
ed itor of this paper. He'll know how to reach us. LOVE.

R.G.

teaching? We are required to take maintainance of machine ;. the'
speech courses and methods· ABCs; fingering ; small letters, capcourses, but the need for book- ital letters, punctuation ; spacing,
writing courses has been totally ig- margins ; etc.
c. Mechanical Aspects of
nored!
Book-Writing (3 hr.) - effective tiTHEREFORE I propose that tles and,sub-titles; organization of
the Curriculum Council seriously chapters; indices, appendices, table
consider adding the following to of contents; numbering pages; how
the list of required courses for edu- to tell when you've finished a page;
how to tell when you've finished
cation majors:
the book ; padding, writing long
a. Journalism I, II , III (9 hr.)
b. T<yping 1, II (6 hr.) -( Continued onpaxe8J •'

Last Feature 10:20 p. m.

RANDOLPH Al DIAIIBOICN

I : ~~
•~•

SUGGESTS NEW COURSES
1 have been a n education major
at NlSC for about tiiree y.::ars. 1 am

DISTRIBUTED av

(GP) All Ages Admitted

ROWDY RUFFIANS RUIN "RACHEL"
Last night for the first time I
attended the showing of a Free
Film, " Rachel, Rachel," in the
N ISC Auditorium. expected to
enjoy the movie, and I think I
would have except for a few little things :

I

. . . . . BAOAOCASTIHG COMPANIES, INC. COLO~ CINE~ ~°:~NG CORPORATION
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CINEMA: JAMES MARTIN

"ZABRISKIE POINT"
Those of you who saw "Blow Up" and as does Daria Halprin in the female lead
felt that it was as close perhaps, to cinema who, picked up in the desert by a planeperfection as any film yet made, will be robber, , makes love to him in the sand,.
sadly disappointed, I think, in Antonioni's and eventually waves good-bye to him as
newest film, "Zabriskie Point."
· he flies off to return the plane ; a failed
In this, his second English-speaking and revolutionary .
first made-in-America film , director MichMark Frechette, as the plane-robber and
elangelo Antonioni has taken on the whole male lead, is better, but not much . He
of American society in one gigantic symbolically steals a plane - not unlike
put-down. Zabriskie Point is, in fact, sup- Daedalus - to escape, and flies off to the
posedly the lowest geographic point in the desert where things are free ; and, paraU .S., just as the moral level portrayed in do:Xicaily, dead. The interesting fact is that
the film is at its lowest point. The idea of a he in the end decides to return the plane to
foreign director doing a critical film on Los Angeles -a further indication that the
modern day America is not necessarily director is no more· sympathetic to the
oad, as it frequently takes an outsider's eye young revolutionaries who cannot break
to discern the real problems at hand. Anto- away from rhetoric to positive action, than
nioni, however, only falls into the trap of he is toward materialistic America and all it
over-used cliches in trying. His subject has stands for.
been done before- and· done much better.
As I said, if the film had been made three
His film opens, for insta nce, with a tight- or four years ago, we probably would have
ly shot sequence showing university "revo- hailed it as a much needed cinematic step
lutionaries" in a strategy meeting. No one forward. As it is, I think we can only view
can seem to agree on the tactics to be used it as another in a growing line of allegories
in an up-coming demonstration, and the on American life, but significant perhapsmeeting ends as the film begins-in chaos because it was made by the same man who
and_disorder. Following this are scenes of gave us "La Notte," "Eclipse," "Red
students rioting, police beating, and even- Desert," and "Blow Up."
tually a police murder. By whom we are
As obvious and cliched as the film is
not certain. This would have been fine however, I cannot take away from Antoperhaps, a few years ago. But at that point nioni his photographic excellence. I cannot
we had neither "Easy Rider" nor "Medium think of a single film-maker today who has
Cool," both of which dealt with the theme such a fantastic eye for form and color as
of viotence iri America much better. By does he. Antonioni's shots of the desert in
comparison, (especially with "Medium all its sterile beauty, colors and forms, are
Cool"), Antoriioni's film pales. It almost fabulous. He knows how to use color and
seems as though he ran out and shot his substance to create moods unlike any difilm after viewing "Cool;" but did it with- rector I know of, and does it with his usual
out drawing on its excellence.
excellence even in this film .
Part of the problem with the film lies no
The last twenty minutes of "Zabriskie
doubt in the fact that Antonioni literally Point" is an exercise in Antonioni's brilrecruited his main characters off the street. liance. In beautiful color and hypnotic
There is an argument, and. often a valid slow-motion photography, he paints, rather
one, that in certain films, (and especially than films the symbolic demise of Amerithe films of Antonioni) the acting is not as can materialism as a house, refrigerators,
important as the visual content itself. The food, radios, patios, clothes and even
leads in this film were obviously chosen for books and magazines blow up, (in Daria's
what they looked like rather than what they mind), into a black mushroom clou<1, raincould do. The idea being to make a visual ing only bits and pieces onto the arid desert
film which was more important than what near Zabriskie Point. This twenty minutes
an actor could bring to the screen. In this of mezmerizing film is as fine as anything I
case it bacldires, however, as the poor have ever seen on the screen, and makes
acting actually distracts from the visual the preceding 90 minutes or so almost
content.
worthwhile. What I can't understand is
Perhaps only Annette Funicl'tello could why he waited until the last twenty minhave deiivered a performance as badly utes.

WOMEN JOIN FRATERNITY
• By Del Breckenfeld
(Music Editor)
.
Last Tuesday, NISC's own Sigma Alpha
Iota chapter was initiated into the national
Fraternity and is now the only professional
Womens Fraternity on campus.
It is composed of any women interested
in music, and is called a Fraternity because
it is a professional organization. As part of
the initiation ceremony, a musicale was
held in the north dining hall which con-

sisted of all twenty-three members performing everything from a percussion to a
vocal ensemble.
The night ended with everyone from
SAi (whose sponsor is Dr. Mach) singing
the Frat's theme song together.

the
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COVEN
IS
COMING
tomorro~ Thursday, March 19
Auditorium

1:00
... AND NOW
A MESSAGE
FROM #COREP
This is a short note to remind the people
who aren't awake enough to notice that
there is an excellent ceramics exhibit in the
showcase in front of the library. The north
side contains a prolific amount of work by
Susan Katz, and the south side contains
work ~y the ceramics classes 12--3 61 and
362. All of the work was done under the
direction of maestro Alan Wallie. You
know, Mr. Wallie is a fine example of an
Horatio Algier syndrome. Born in Kansas
at the turn of the century he worked his
way through college as a bouncer at the
Blue Dahlia-now if you don't see the
exhibit somebody's going to be real mad.
COREP.

BouRBON
BusH

LTD

tuesday ,

tap-a-keg

nite
10c a drink
Til the barrel runs dry

TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

MOTOR OIL IMPORTANT
Last week, the Transportation dept. ran
an article on "Pollution & Automobiles."
In it we mentioned that the more efficient
the engine, the less pollution it produces.
The fact that this is especially true of motor
oils was pointed out to us by Mr. Jay
Katzman, a student here at NISC . To
show his point he brought down a reprint of
a " Reader's Djgest Report To Consumers," What You Should Know About
Motor Oils written by E. D. Fales, Jr. The
point was well taken, as knowing what to
do· about oil and doing it makes the engine
run better. That makes you happier as the
driver, as well as making it a bit easier to
breathe in America. The reprint was in the
form of question and answer aqd is worth
reading. Space and copyright regulations
prevent us from reprinting the whole thing
here but some of the salient points contained in it should be mentioned.
For one thing, your gas station mechanic
might at some point tell you that your oil
should be changed because it is dark. This
is wrong because "good oil is supposed to
get dark, even in 100 rriiles ." When you do
·change your oil, get an oil that meets the
specifications of your car manufacturer,
they are in the owner's manual. For instance Chrysler and American Motors demand that an oil has met "MS" ("most
severe" service) tests. GM adds its own
" 6014M" test and Ford has a " 101-B"
test. To find out if the oil meets these
requirements (necessary for the warrantee
and good just on general principles) check
on the label for the works "Meet of exceeds
car builders' specifications," or Satisfies
or surpasses all new-car waranty requirements," or words to that effect. Also it is a

good idea to change the oil filter every time
or every second time you change your oil.
A clean filter keeps the oil freeer of dust
and other crud and also tends to permit
the oil to flow better. While you 're at it,
change or clean the. air filter on the carburetor when you change the oil filter.
This "keeps the engine from sucking m
grit and dust that grind engine parts. "
Most people are willing to use a
top-grade oil if they grive an expensive c~r
and drive hard on the expressway. But they
tend not to use such good oil in a car driven
slowly around the city for short trips. The
thing is that this "Aunt Minnie" driving is
the hardest on an engine and is the type
that most requires good oil. Also it is a
good idea to take such a car out on the
expressway and drive around fourteen
miles or so once a week to counteract the
effects of city driving.
There are other worthwhile points in the
reprint and it would be worth your while to
read it. It was in the October 1969 issue of
"Reader's Digest" which should be in 'the
library. Also you get a reprint of the article
by sending 25c to The Reader's Digest
Association, lnc./Pleasantville, N . Y.
I 0570 and requesting the article by name.
If you have any worthwhile ideas on any
form of transportation: cars, planes, trains, .
boats, feet , anything, bring them down to
Fred English in the PRINT office E-45 or
write a letter to the PRINT.
Next week, we will take a trip out to
O'Hare airport again, not so much to check
on the O'Hare Express bus (remember it?)
but to get some information on the air
traffic situation and flying in general.

THIEVES' CARN~VAL (A. Bates)
REVIEW OF THIEVES' CARNIVAL
There are an awful lot of different kinds
of theatre nowdays, most of which seem to
me of more interest than a French farce.
And there are a lot of playwrights who
seem to me to be more exciting than
Anouilh. But The Stage Players' production of Jean Anouilh's Thieves' Carnival,
directed by David Unumb, is still entertaining enough to go get out to see.
Durward Redd has managed to make the
nearly-impossible Little Theatre almost
possible by adding a thrust in front of the
dreary little stage. Except when the action
is pushed away up into that cave-like stage,
the extension brings the play right down to
the audience. So there is a pretty good.
show just in watching the actors - in
magnificent costumes by Daniel Pugh bouncing around in front of the simple but
·effective background.
And that's what the play is - a show, a

D el
Breckenfeld
"TORONTO"
I don't know how many of you
are planning to· travel to Toronto
for the Music Festival that is to be
held there in July, but I think there
are some very interesting things
that will make it much more worthwhile than, say , the one in Carbondale. · I spent most of the winter
break in Toronto and was very
fortunate to ·have seen John Lennon who just happened to be there
at the same time. Lennon, as you
probably know, is one of the main
force s behind this festival of Peace
and Music . Acco rding to him, the
site selected for the concerts will
be at a race track, about 60 miles
,outside of the city of Toronto, so
as to create a very relaxed and
ee atmosphere. Lennon also promised his followers that he would
try very hard to get the Beatles
to come and possibly perform as a
group. Now some of you have probably read that the other Beatles
are making no plans to attend the
festival, much less to play there.
However, Lennon and Ono made
it vs:ry clear that there would be
no announcement if the Beatles
did consent to play, because then
they felt that people would come
for the wrong reasons. But even if
the Beatles don't show up, the
festival still looks like it may be
the most successful one yet. (and
I don't mean from a standpoint
of cash.)
Directions if you need
them ... .Once you get to Toronto,
find YOUNGE St. which is the
focal point of all business and entertainment activity. Then ask
someone where you can find the
village (it's right off of Younge St.)

which is the equivalent of our
Clark st., or the Village in New .
York. Once _you 're there, you'll
have no trouble finding someone
to take you to the place wher~ the
fe stival will be. My friend and I
were amazed at the hospitality we
received from the young people.
there, not only in finding our
around, but also in places to crash.
Anyway I hope to see some of you
there. (See Print Rm. E45 for
info .)
Opera isn't really my bag, but I
do feel that it's my responsibility
to give credit to the N ISC Opera
Workshop for their- excellent production of"II Tabarro," last March
6_& 7. Many people in this school
don't take note of music activities
here unless the acts are from off
campus. Nevertheless, some of the
most memorable performancys
have been by members of NISC.
And so it was with "II Tabarro."
The performances were so pro..:
fessional by all, especially Dennis
Sinclair, Dwyane Jorgenson and
Rosanne Del-George, that any
school, regardless of its reputation,
would have been proud . to have
presented the same show. Much of
the credit must be given to Mr.
Jorgenson, a voice instructor here
at Northeastern, under whose
guidance the opera was presented.
Judging from audience response, I
t~ink many people were surprised
that this caliber of talent actually
existed at N ISC. The entire cast
should be praised for raising the
reputation of our college's own
productions.

series of skits tacked together by a fairly
wild plot. Music, composed and arranged
by Ronald Jones, and played . by him and
Fred Hubbell, adds to the show. Most of
the entertainment lies in watching the activity as the actors burlesque their way ·
through the situations. The lines are generally dull . And when the play tries to move
as talk, it falls flat. Only in one scene, a
love scene between Jordyce Fisher and
Tad Hyrniewicz, are two characters really
allowed to talk together. Dorothy Goldberg as the lead character does a fine job
with the few choice lines in the play; and in
everything else she does she is the most
e~citing actor in the ca&t. Teddi Rempas
and Jordyce Fisher are supposed to be
mostly decorative - which they are. In
other roles of some importance, Larry
Raymer, Ed Szydlik, Gary Porto, Bob EiStudent~ are asked to participate in the obligation or monetary transaction until the
chenfeld, and Lester Palmer came across
Toronto Peace Festival July 3-5. The final details have been worked out.
as competent college actors.
Peace Festival will be sponsored by the
Allan Bates
Because of the experience at the WoodPlastic Ono Band with John Lennon under ·stock festival, arrangements, as far as ·
authorization of the Canadian government.
transportation is concerned, are being
Several NISC students plan to charter a - made early so as to avoid congestion .
bus to Toronto. It will leave in the p.m. on
July 2 and return in the a.m. on July 6.
Non-students are also welcome. Round
trip will be $30.
Those interested will please leave their
names at the· Print office. There will be no

PEACE FESTIVAL PLANS MADE

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Thieves'
Carnival
March IS, 19, 20, 21
8:30 P. M.

Little Theatre/Northeastern Illinois State College
Bryn

Mavvr

at

St . L o ui s

Ave .

Chicago . lll ino,s

60625

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

NEW MASTER
DEGREE
The Board of Governors of the State
Colleges and Universities has authorized
Northeastern to immediately offer Master
of Arts Degree Programs in Geography,
Speech, General Linguistics and Master of
Science in Biology. These additional programs are extensions of existing programs
at the College.
The additional offerings increase the
Master Degree sequences to a total of 34
and· "reflect the continuing trend at the
Graduate level to introduce additional Liberal Arts and Sciences Programs at Northeastern Illinois State College," announced
Dr. Vincent Malek, Dean, Gradu~te Cpl,lege. • •

BouRBON
Busu
LTD
·1

swingles
nite1
wednesday
· 25c a drink for

unescorted girls

I

1547 howard 1,½ w., of sheridan rd.
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YOU HAVE
NEVER SEEN
ANYTHING
LIKE IT!
and incomprehensible sentences;
etc.
d. Postal Transactions (3 hr.) wrapping and mailing manuscripts; writing and interpreting
business letters; addressing and
stamping envelopes; postal rates,
insurance; etc.
e. Psychological Aspects of
Rejection Slips (3 hr.) - rationale;
reacting to them, avoiding depression; making a scrapbook, etc.
f. Literary Semantics (3 hr.)literary vocabulary; talking to publishers, guests at cocktail parties,

extra! extra!
''OPERATION
SWITCH''

hosts of TV "talk" shows, etc.;
cop-outs for all occasions; etc.

cashing checks (including practice
in penmanship); selection, care,
and feeding of a literary agent; procuring paper free or at cost; copyright laws; selling the movie
rights; etc.
Of course, I'm no expert. This is
only a partial listing of possible required courses. For a more com- .
plete description of book-writing
courses which should be required
for all education majors; the Curriculum Council should consult
Drs. Hudson, Paine, Clark, DeVille, Lease; Mr. Liebow; and Mrs.
Patton.

g. Social Graces for Literary
Luncheons, Teas, and Other Functions (4 hr.) - using tableware and
napkins; whom to talk to, whom to
avoid; how to sign autographs,
when to sign autographs, gracefully avoiding signing autographs; reacting gracefully to someone who
hates your book; what to do when
someone steals the olive from your
martini; etc.
h . The Legal and Economic
Aspects of Book-Writing (3 hr.) -

MORE ON NOISY LIBRARY
Dear Friends,
I would li ke to info rm you of a
situation that has existed since
September. E very morning at 8:00
I dutifully go over to the library to
study and promptly every morning
.__ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ ___._fro m 8:00 to 8:30 there is a moving
of c hairs and the scraping of tables . Then fo r another encore

there is a daily opening and slamming of drawers somewhere on the
second fl oor which usually lasts
for fiv e minutes.

pounds they lost, and how many
medals their kids got for high
achievement.
I rea lize that our school· is vety•
crowded, and that we also have
very inconsiderate students, but I
am sure that the moving of furni ture ca n take place at night or be- .
fore the library opens for business. ,
A concerned junior.

Then we get to hear all the little
ditties from all the nice women
who work in our library. It's very
interesti ng to find out what they
cooked for dinner, how many

T WO MORE AT NEWMAN
" Do yo u have something to drink?"
With that we kind of lifted o ur fee t from
our mental accelerators and sc reeched to a
halt. The truth was we had no coffee in the
. house. A couple of us rummaged in the
kitchen, found some instant coffee (about
four teaspoons), a few tea bags, and a pot.
Wa ter was easier to fi nd . In a few minutes
e veryone was sipping something-even
Dr. Koc hman . After a lmost two hours of
talking he was probably parched right
do wn to his small intestine.
His disc ussion had begun with H a ll 's
theories on co mmunication : our ind ividual
and c ultural "space bubbles" a nd special. ized concepts of ti me. This was later expa nded to include the ideas of cultural diversity a nd overall standards of co mparison. Dr. Koc hman, whose specia l interests a nd efforts lie in the a rea of Black
culture and Black dialect, tossed out one
idea after another. The American assi milationist attitude based on a feeling of white
superiority, the problems Black people
face in asserting themselves and the beauty
of their own culture, the problems Blac k,
Spanish, and other minority group students
face in school s which espouse our white
prejudice, white standards, a nd white culture - a ll these and other topics were
touc hed upon within a few hours.

Where D r. Kochman burned up the ru bber, Dr. Setze set a more leisurely, Sunday
drive type pace o n March 8. Dr. Setze, as a
product of four levels of Catholic 'education, questioned his own stand on religion
and the effects of the present changes in
the Catholic Church. Somewhere along the
line the Church's a uthoritative ancj infallible approach was questioned and a detour presented itself which led us into the
whole idea of authority on the part of
teachers , parents and church . Some argued
that the c hild is inherently good and knows
good if left to his own livi ng atte mpts.
Authority of all kinds squelches th is nai ve
goodness. T he c hild becomes like · those
around him add icted to being told what and
how to act. Others argued that children do
need to be told a nd forced to act properly
(whatever that is). Parents and schools
have o bligations in th is sense, and childr~n
are happier in the end because of it.
Needless to say, we didn't resoive this 1
last problem or any of Dr. Kochman' s.
People (especially students it seems) don' t
usuaii y accomplish immediate results at
discussions like these, but they' re a good
way to do some group th inking. It's easier
a nd more profita ble sometimes than indi vidual brainsto rm.ing. Join us on a Sunday evening a t Newman. We'll try to ma ke
sure there are ideas to sha re and coffee to
wash them down with .

GIANT HAM BURGERS

64 o z. Pitcher of Beer $1. 75
LIGHT OR DARK ·
( ," u .... un/

un,l t :o zy

ROARING FIREPLACE
B ARBE C U E

R IBS

To eat here o r tolc.e ou t

B ra twurst & o th e r " gr ea t "
C ha rcoal Bro il e d Items
P IT CH E R S OF BEER

CO M P LI MENT AR Y PEANUTS
Mo de ,- t P rice \.
CO Cl< TAIL S & HOT DRINK S

AM P L E

2741 W. Howard St .

97 3 -0990

F RE E PARKIN G

14 47 N. Well s

6 64-2393

•Best .picture of the ·year."
-Gene Siske1. Chiqigo Tribune

BouRBON
BusH
LTD
film festival

Gas pains

thursdays

relieved at

w.c. fields
ourgang

GLENLAKE

laurel &
hardy

6035 N. BROADWAY

VOLKSWAGEN
Open Eves .

Closed Sun .

@
''

BR 5• 3500
. .,

. ,,

Chicago Avenue at Michigan.

■ati■ees

Cinema Theatre

Daily • far student group rates call: WH 4-5667
_ J ' j _t
\
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INTERNATIONAL
CORNER
El Principio
La vida es una aglomeracion de experencias. H ay muchas experen,cias en el mundo,
pero la vida individual es una experencia en particular. Esta experencia podria componerse de las siguentes: la conversacion en la comida ; el matrimoni~ de dos personas.
Cada nuevo dia es otra experencia. Cuando el hombre se encuentre con Dios, este podria
preguntarle, "Participaste y aprendiste de tus experen~ias?" El muerto no participa en las
muchas actividades de arreglar el funeral. Los familiare s pierden solamente el cuerpo
fisico del muerto, y esto los apena y Horan al darse cuenta de su falta. Para cada persona,
la reaccion a la perdida se manifiesta en diferentes formas, ya que cau sa un vacio y esto es
la tristeza de la muerte. Muchas personas creen que la muerte es el fin de la vida. Es
verdad, le muerte es la terminacion de la persona fisica. Pero en realidad, la muerte es un
principio. Pero que tipo de principio? Quien sabe? E s un principio como la experencia de
venir al colegio por primera vez. Nosotros teniamos tanto miedo y e stabamos muy
ansiosos por el encuentro con la realidad de la vida. Despues del primer encuentro, surge
una experencia feliz. Que es la muete?
- Corto -
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Some
of his
best ,,,v
friends "'
were

black.

El Arte de Escuchar
En todos los tiempos, muchas personas hablan;
A lgunos hablan mucho ;
·
Algunos hablan poco.
Pero que quieren ellos decir?

COLUMB~PIC! IJR!S Ptt1enrs

aWILLIAM WYLER film

Hay mtichas reuniones y muchas sesiones.
Los miembros hablan pero no escuchan.
Ellos creen q'ue tienen la repuesta final
Y la opinion de otros vale nada.
Se han. perdido tantos hombres guias;
Luces que sabian hablar y escuchar.
Hay justicia cuando
se extinguen estas luces?
- Corto Cumple tu destino!

Tl-IE
ILBERlUION

Of"
_ 1 L.B.

._.ONES

Al\1U!AM W'l'lfAAO~AL0\Ul!1NPAOOUCIION111m119

LEEJ COBB -ANTHONY ZERBE· ROSCOE LEE BROWNE ·LEt MAJORS·BARBARA HERSHEY· YAPHET KOTTO
CHILL WILLS and introducing LOLA FALANA Smtnplayby SHAllNG SILLIPHANT and JESS[ Hllt FOAO
0 'fCI~ 01

P!i0101•1D'l-,

World Prem le ~e

Une Jeu - En Feu
Plus d'un se sont accordes a emettre certaines opinions desastreuses sur la ·j eunesse,
mais ils ne savent nullement que J'evolution marche de pair a vec le temp s. lls ignorent
aussi que, si le monde antique n'avait pas cede le pas au monde modeme, ils n'existeraient
jamais. Si le temps ne marchait pas et que l'evolution stagnait a son stade primitif, comme
alores ce siecle degogo, conne on dit sou vent et plus precisement ce siecle de feu , serait-il ·
d'actualite?
Partout a travers le monde , dans presque tous les pays civilises et evolues, le gogo bat
dangereusement son plein . On ne parle que de "l'evolution tonnerre" de la jeunesse. Mais
a quoi faut-il done attribuer J'echauffement excessif de cet etat d esprit universal? Tous
les pays ont-ils la meme jeunesse? Non! Pourtant ce sont les memes actes, les memes
gouts et les memes aspirations qui la guettent a chaque carrefour du monde . lei, a ux
Etats-Unis, par exemple, comme dans presque ton les autres pays developpes et
industralises, ou le moyen de vie est infiniment plus egalise que celui d'Haiti; on devient,
malgre soi, temoin de cette crise juvenile . En H aiti, sans d'ailleurs ignorer certains faits,
certains problemes religieux, sociaux, economiques, et politiques la temperature des
jeunes est a un degre plus bas. Mais une question se pose; jusqu'ou va arriver cette
insconscience de Jajeunesse, cette depravation du mondf de nosjeunes?
La reponse bien simple, du moins en apparance, ne pourra etre qu 'imprecise et
incertaine. Faut-il done rester la et ne pas reconnaitre en eu x l'avenir de demai n? Car la
jeunesse est un vent qui pousse a rafales dans le vaste champ du present, c'est encore un
monde qui bouillonne en aspiration vers l'avenir, c'est enfin le mur mitoyen d'une societe
qui vient et d'une autre qui s'en va. Done ne la Jaissons pas se consumer entierement dans
ce feu devorant wui flambe dangereusement dans son sein, nous la s_a uver, parce que cette
jeunesse c'est notre propre avenir.
Fougeres R. Ferrier
Vice-President du CLUB FRANCA IS
Au Secours (S .O.S.)
Ou etes vous
Jeunes Etudiants
De NISC?
-J'appelle
Au secours
Et vous restez la
A me regarder
Impassible
Venez
A mon secou rs
Si vou s desirez
Lire le Porte-Parole
Appottez
Vox trouvailles
•
Et en vitesse s.y.P.
Sinon je me noye.
Fougeres R. Ferrier
Vice-President du CLUB FRANCA IS
VOCA BULA IR E
Trouvaille (F): find
Mur mitoyen ( M ): party wall
Desastreux (A): calamito us
· D epravatio n (F): depravity
Vent a rafales (M ): gusty wind
Bo uillo nner (V) :.to boil up
s e·co'ns uiner'(V):~to burn away, to waste ·away· · · • · · · · · · · · · ·

Bmd on thf: ll(MI byJ{SS( HILL fORO

A081AI su~r1IS. ~,"" I,, I I\11 A81 A<tSII •~ Ptoducrd by RO HALO lUBIN . Owecttd byWllllAM WYlER • COlOR

CH ICAGO SE ~S

IR!-:.:.:.:;.::::z~--.-1 ,€

NOW !

,r FIRST! • :tam➔ 51

DOUBLE ~~
S&H &REEN STAMPS
With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the we·ek
588-9365

588-9850'

Al VAN'S. STANDA.RD ·SERVICE
4000

W. PETERSON (PETERS.ON

•TUNE-UPS
•
• TRANSMISSIONS · STANDARD
• BREAKES RELINED
• RADIATORS
• WHEEL ALIGNIJENT
• EXHAUST SYSfEMS
• HAND WASH
• TIRES • BATTERIES

& PULASKI)

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
MRKIV

FRIGIKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE ON ALL IAKES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS

AUTO AIR
CONDfflONING

,,,,,,
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There are Three
Top Forty
Radio Stations
in Chicago/and
--Only WEXI Is STEREO!

92.7

fm
stereo

The big SWITCH is on!

I

I
•

I

I

I
·1

I
•I•
!•
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catch WEXl'S MAMAS & PAPAS
All Night Concert, 9 pm to 6 am
this Saturday Night
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TALLEY DEBATE TOURNEYS
Debaters of tl]e NI SC Fore nsics U nion
have participated in four to urnaments since
the beginning of the winter trimester.

sity, E vanston, · Feb. 6-8. NISC's Ted
Demos and Dennis Mcsweeny defeated
.the University of Michigan a nd the University of Ca lifornia at Berkeley .
The G ateway tournament was held at St.
Louis University, St. Lo uis, Mo., Feb.
I 2- 14. Ted Dem os a nd Denni s
Mcsweeney ranked ninth out of 36. In the
individual events were Ted Demos who
placed third in oratory ;· · Denni s
Mcsweeney , a fina list in extemporaneous
speaking; Elaine Gertler, finalist in oratory
and Marty Zelenietz, finalist in extemporaneous speaking.
The final tournament was the Huskey
Debate at Northern Illinois University,
DeKalb, Feb. 20-21 . Ted Demos and Dennis Mcsweeney participated.

First o n the agenda was the 38th Annual
Speech Tourna ment at Illinois State U niversity, Normal, -lllinoi s Jan. 9-10. In the
varsity debate were Janet Marmitt and Roger Hanna, affirmative ; Ted Demos and
Marc Engelhart, negative. The participants
in persuasive speaking was Martin
Zelenietz who received an excellent rating.
In oratory were Elaine Gertler, excellent
and Ted Demos, excellent. Leslie Gray
represented NI SC in oral interpretation
with a superior rating.
The Owen L. Coon Memorial tournament took place at Northwestern Univer-

COMPANY PRESIDENTS JOIN
· NISC STUDENTS IN SEMINARS
Representatives from the Young Presidents Organization, C hicago Chapter, will
attend seminars with stude nts at Northeastern today . A full afternoon program is
planned that includes Seminar Study, Formal Programs with Faculty, Students and
Staff grou ps and open discussion periods
with a free exchange of ideas.
"The Y PO has no specific message to
get across," says Mr. Edward D. Matz, J r.,
Chairman, College Panels of the Y.P.O.
"Members of the organization regularly
participate in College disc ussions so as to
afford mutual opportu nity for students and
business men to communicate informally
and exchange ideas."
The Young Presidents Organization is

an international group of men who have
become presidents of companies before
they reached the age of 40. All members
are under 50 si nce they may retain their
membership onl y until their 49th birthday.
Education and exchange of ideas is the
objective of the Y.P .O. Throughout the
year, members enro ll in courses on all subjects and do not limit themselves to business subjects. T he organization sponsors
a nd participates in seminars geared to improvi ng the quality of education in High
School and College. Joint internship work
programs are sponsored by Y .P.O. whereby a student is employed in industry a nd
receives course credit from- his University. ·

HI AGAIN, MAIL SUBSCRIBERS
Included on PRINT's updated mailing
lists are members of our Board of Gove rnors, assorted newspaper colu mnists and
broadcasting personalities, leaders of the
su.rrou nding commu nity, and public officials suc h as Mayor D aley and Governor
Ogilvie .
·

Due to a processing delay, PRINT has
been unable to mai l t he past five issues to
the various companies and people on its
mail ing lists. T he matter has now been
cleared up, and regular mail reade rs are
o nce again receivi ng PRINT.
·

CLASSIFIEDS CONTINUED
Stu dents - W e need your he lp. Dr. Jose ph M orton
Zarkov, I wi ll conquer i he Earth, the A ir, the Sea , the
of NISC's Hi st ory De pt. has rec en tly anno unced
Universe!!
hi m self° a s a ca ndidate for elect ion to th e Bo ard of
Since re ly, Em peror Mi ng
Tru stees of · Ha r p er Comm u nity Colleg e loca ted in
Jerry, Lon and A l w ere great at the Corn Cellar. W e
Palat ine . Th e e lecti on is sc hed uled for Saturday,
Apr il 11. Howeve r, du e to the size of the community, _w an t ' em agai n!
we will nee d a large number of studen ts to work in
C. Happiness is a pain ! You know who - 2 + 5 .
t he c ampaign, basically on the three days p r e" What a day for a daydream - What a day for a
ceeding t he e lection, April 8, 9, and 10, and the
weekend befo re, April 4 and 5. The election is daydreamin' guy" It's one of th ose days for ta ki ng a
non-partisan and we w elcome st udents of eve ry and _walk outside. April 8th a nd 9th 8:00 pm.
any polit ical affiliation t o partici pate. Those students Of one Tauru s: Get M e lmac, Larry. It d oesn 't break
who o re interested arecisked to attend a meeti ng on as easy.
Tuesday Marc h 24 at 1
in Room A 125. If you are

;oo

not able to attend, you can leave your na m e , address and phone number in either the Young Repub lican or Young Democrat Mailbox above the

Look !! Up in the sky! ! It's a bird , it's a plane, No!
... lt' s... POLLUTI ON !

Cafet e r ia a n d we will conta ct you. Transpor tation
Wanted : Exper·t Marksman t o accompany ex ped it io n
_;w:.:.:.:;
i ll:...:b:..;e:..lp~r_;;o..;.vi:...:d:...:e:...:d.;..
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ into darkest Africa to look fo r the lost em j'lire of
Zamporangowwatsiabuanalumpornaland. Must be
The p r eceeding was a free political announcement.
st out-hearted and not afraid of the dark. Must bring
change of soc ks. Good pay, if we return. Contact
Shhh l Hey man dig ! Did ya hear about that pop
Prof. Phinius J. Magnus by placing an ad in thi s
fest ival in Toronto? It' s supposed to make Wood paper.
stock and that West Coast thing look l ike a KKK
meeting in Harlem. Even if you are just interested,
leave your name and number at the PR INT office.
Deluxe bus $30 round trip .

M .M . melts in your mouth!
Dear Stra z. Please remember what happened to
Gen . Hershey.

Happy Birthday, Sam LC. From Carrel 65.
Happiness is the UNION OF STUDENTS.

From locker #39. Dear M .K.
Who in the hell are you?
LG.

Beanbag thinks Mr. Z . in great.
DARSAN says " Hi, Randy"
Linda Rose - Happy Birthday from all of the follow,ers of the marvelous acea spades: Bob, Kenny, M ike,
Frank, "the spitz" and all the rest.

Sock itto me
Sock it t o me
Sock it to me
UNION OF STUDENTS
UNION OF STUDENTS
UNION OF STUDENTS

Hey Grabinski, Dr. Gordon is looking for you something about fail ing a mid-term. Why didn't you
cheat as usual?
Dear Ding -

happy birthday ! Love always, Robert.

Well now that M .C . has recovered from
his arduous ordeal of blocking out the sun ..
I was_ goi_!lg to do n:1Y column on a sexu al
techniques of the aborigine, but I found out
they didn't have any . In stead I decided to
wish the PRINT a happy belated birthday
as well as Dave Green. Happy belated
birthday PRINT. Happy birthday Dave
Green . To you.
On to ~omething a bit more frivolou s. I'd
like to pose a few poignant question s,
which is not nearly as difficult or COJlsuming as drafting a formal letter. First, is
it true that Dave Green is so lazy he likes
his girls ready made? And why does Ken
D avis claim he is "everything every
American wis hes he were"? Why ·does Bill
Spreitzer want to pants Ken Davis?
You won't find t he answers in this rag,
that's for certain. However, there are other
answers which M.C. cou ld put in his column, such as yes, no , A , B, and C of the
above, and so on .
A few days ago a young boy came up to
me and asked whether or not the stars
speak to me. Well , Kay Kaiser once blew
me a kiss, but outs ide of that the biggest
star to talk to me was probably Ed Shore.
After biting me in the shin, the little ruffian
said that he meant the stars in the sky, and
I said that anyone who believed that the
stars talked or did anything beside hang
around and consume themselves had to
either be a very illiterate youth or a very
slow adult or both. I sent him on his way ·
with a will and returned to write your
weekl y drivel.
Quite simply, spring is al most upo n us.
But before we get involved with that, in
keepi ng with spring as a time of growth,
here's your weed of the week.
A RIES: Hairy Thornapple j ust popped
into my mind and suggested that you take a
trip to forget your pip.

TORONTO
ANYONE?
If you're
interested· in
a bus ride
to Toronto in
comfort for $30,
Sign the sheet
in the PRINT
,office. No
obligation,
of ·course.

Attractive room with kitchen and TV. priviledges for
young lady. Call: RO4-9082 Eve. and weekend s.
'

Grabinski stold the "Thieve' s Carnival"

Wanted : One ten or twenty gallon fishtank. Conto ct .
Roger Bader in E-45 ( Print Office.)
------------------•

•
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ROMANCE
BY COMPUTER
Does it Work? Get the Facts
For a FREE Questionnaire
Call 372-4829 (24 hrs.)
Or write to:

CUPID COMPUTER SERVICE

Candy Wickstrom, where were you last Thursday?
The Spitz hod t o forfeit .

.'

T A URUS : Blac~Knapweed suggests tha t
you will meet a tall, dark stra nger and go to
bed with him. Beware!
G EMINI : Your weed is ca nnabis. Give it
a n inch a nd it'll ta ke your mind .
C AN CER : False Timothy obviously suggests that yo u will be deceived by someone
or something tha t looks very much like
your o ld pal Tim .
LEO: Perennial Primrose will grow all
o ver your body.
VIRGO : Pu ssy-toes warn s that this is a
week to be catty. Avoid it if possible, for
your Venu s is in the cursed crowfoot
which could be permanent.
LIBRA: Tufted Vetch, when combined
with your weed, just about sums up your
week, 47 .
SCORPIO: Your weed this week, Nightshade, don't take it, pull it down . (the
shade, dummy, at night. Get it?)
SAGITTARIUS: Big Beggar-Tick does
not signify that you will be abused by a
slow-witted monster watch.
CAPR ICORN : Thoroughwart suggests
that you avoid toads thoroughly .
AQUARIUS : Dwarf Nipplewort can be
· used in salads which is more than I can say
for yew . (by the way, this week' s Aquariu s
has won the Bennet Cerf memorial heinous
pun award for 1943)
PISCES : Goldies' Fern is not a weed and
is indigenous to Minnesota from which it
takes its name .
Since M .C . is a family column I will
disperse with the rest of it ancf as the great
ball of Bon Ami in the sky sinks readily
where I left it, let me say on behalf of Fred
and myself thank you for all of your support in selecting Fred English as the NISC
Big Man on Campu s. See you in the
streets.
Cheer up Conrad, you're only bleeding.

I I

111 No. Wabash Ave.
Chica~o, Ill. 60602

Bo.u RBON

Busu
LTD
fridays & saturdays
dance to the intimate
sounds of the

Ron
Polo
Trio
1547 howard 1½ w . of sheridan rd.

------------•·••••--------·--.J
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PREDICTIONS
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I have already started to take abuse about my faithful
loyalty to the Chicago White Sox from all the determined
Cub fans that are still infesting our city. It seems that last
year's collapse has made those Cub maniacs all the more
adamant in their convictions about "Cub Power." This is
really said because my first official duty of the baseball
season will be to predict the failure of the Cubs in their
drive for glory in 1970.
It breaks my heart to say that. It really does . I know
every Cub fan in the city is sitting back and smugly
saying, "Just watch us go this year." They point out the
acquistition of Callison to fill the troublesome right fi_eld
spot and all those impressive people that are trying for
that even more troublesome center field spot. They say
Jenkins, Holtzman, Hands and expect you to bow down
in awe of these pitchers. They say, "Sure we lost Selma,
but we' ve got some impressive rookies coming up, and
besides, what team today has more than three top-flight
starting pitchers ?" They sum it all up with a sincere, "The
~ ub_s_a_i-_~ the best team in baseball today."
Now all I can say to that is , "Yes that' s true, I can't
argue too many of those points." In 'the same breath
however, I must repeat my-prediction of doom for the '70
Cubs. How can I do that? you ask. It's simple and I'll do
it again. The C ubs will end up in third place this year. Yes
that's right. Third place. The Eastern division Championship will be taken by the St. Louis Cardinals with the
New York Mets mi ssing their chance to repeat in second
place .
.
T_he race in thi s division will be close. The C ubs will be
in it '.111 the way down to the wire after traili ng the Mets

_ most of the season . They will make a rush for the pennant
but will only succeed in winning the Championship for St.
Louis who will be waiting in the wings and with a late
Septe;;;-ber surge will slide by the Mets and the Cubs to
clinch the victory in the East. The Cubs will show well
this year, but they just don't impress me as a winner and
they won't. (win that is)
The other team in Chicago this year doesn't look like ·a
winner either. The White Sox would have to be as lucky
as the Cubs were last year to have a -chance to take
anything. There is .o ne bright thing shining on the Sox
again this year. It is . the fact that they are mired in the
weakest division in baseball. Minnesota and Oakland
should place higher than the Sox, however, leaving the
Sox at a relatively close third place. I should stress that
the Sox have the best chance to move up past the
Bombers from Minnesota or the speedy but powerful
Oakland team. They both made trades of questionable
nature that could hurt"lhem this year and if that happens
the Sox could be there to step into fhe limelight . For now
however, Oakland gets the nod for# I.
In the other two divisions there promi ses to be close
hard fought races. That sounds like a typical sports-writer
sentence doesn't it? In fact this whole column is getting
o n my nerves . The only people who are reading thi s are
Major League Baseball freaks who probably don't agree
with me anyway . Some of the things I put in thi s column
really worry me . Once I start something my reactionary
value system tells me I have to finish it (after all , that' s
why we're still in Viet Nam) so I will quicklv fini sh thi s
year's Major League Baseball co lumn and predictions.

IN THE MEAN TIME,
IN BETWEEN TIME
KNICKS
KNI CKS

BYE

TKE'A'

COLTS
TK E

TKE

'A'

'A '

ME TEORS

WARRIORS

PE NGUINS

PENGUINS
WARR IORS

- WARRIORS
WARRIORS

BYE
POLISH MAFIA

I

POL MAFIA
_ _ =.
B.::.Y=.
E _ __ _ - - - - -- - - ,
PI S TON S
PISTONS
__N_O
_ N_AM
__
E_S_ _ .- - - " - - - - - - •

I

POLMAFiA

CHI CAGO 8
HOT DOG S

-

KO LVAS
- -·BYE

HOT DOGS

KOLVAS
KOLVAS

--,
KOLVA S _
~ - -- - - ~ -- ,

PSYCHOLOGY FILM FESTIVAL SCHEDULE
Wed., March 18,_"The Medium is the Messag~"
Marshall McLuhan proposes that the medium is as important as the message that it
communicates.
·
12:00
A 110
4:00
B 113
Thurs., March 19, "Maslow and Self-Actualization"
Maslow discusses the dimensions of Self-Actualization.
12:00
A.118
4:00
P2
Tues., March 24, "Behavior Theory in Practice" Part 1 & 2
Demonstration and explanati9n of some of the following concepts used in the works of B.F.
Skinner: respondent behavior, operant behavior, operant conditioning, extinction, schedules
of reinforcement, shaping, programmed instruction.
12:00
B 114
4:00
P2

What follows are my predictions of the final standings
in the four divisions of the two leagues.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
WEST
Houston
Atlanta
San Fransico
Cincinnati
Los Angeles
San Diego
AMERICAN LEAGUE
,WEST
EAST
Oakland
New York
Minnesota
Washington
Chicago
Baltimore
Seattle
Detroit
California
Boston
Kansas Cicy
Cleveland
Well , there they are, for all of those that are still with
me. If you have any comments or your own listing of how
you think they will fini sh bring them down to me and they
will be compiled by my secretary and might ma ke it into a
future column.
While we are on baseba ll, how many of you baseball
freak s tried out for the baseball team last week? Coach
Hale held his try-outs and I bet he mi ssed you out there.
If YO,.!!'re still interested, why don't you go over and see
the coach and I' m sure you could still have a chance to
ma ke the team.
Stick with those So x.
EAST
St. Louis
New York
Chicago
Philadelpia
Pittsburgh
Montreal

by MR. RON MIDDLETON
Congratulations to the
N ortheastern's 1970 Intramural Basketball
Champions. Being that the Champions hip
game was played yesterday between the
KOLVAS and the WARRIORS and considering the fact that I wrote this article
four days before the crowning, presents a
minor problem . Ju st about everyone knows
who won the Cha mpionship, but for those
who ,still don't, just hang on .to your seats
until the next issue when I will be able to
give a full recapitulation of the Championship game and the runner-ups.
For some, the following information may
sound a bit trite , but for others a blessing.
One very long week ago, the 'elite eight'
reduced themselves to 'four' and it went
something like this: TKE 'A' 61 -KNICKS
53 in what had to be one of the biggest
upsets of the year. The TKE 'A' team had
everything going for them that day, including their own rafter rats cheering them
_on after each basket - well supported ballclub. WARRIORS over the PENGUINS
49-40 ; the KOL VAS hobbled to a 57-53
victory over the disheartened HOT
DOGS; and the POLISH MAFIA waited
until the very end to snatch the victory
away from the PISTONS by a score of
41-35.
The 'four' finali sts played last Thursday
matching the WARRIORS against the
TKE 'A' and the KOL VAS hosting the
POLISH MAFI A . Both games were performed on full court bas1 ~ and the results :
the WARRIORS , now with a string of 8
wins a nd O losses, cut the TKE 'A' down
winning 38-32. The first half was close
with the WARRIORS leading by a couple
of points, and it was here that the WARR I ORS made the TKE 'A' play catch up
ball. Unfortunately the TKE 'A' never
caught up .
The KOL VAS, 7 wins and O losses, with
the help of a Mr. S., socked it to- the
POLISH MAFIA. It was here also, the
employment of catch up ball was labeled,
this time to the POLISH MAFIA. Everytime the POLISH MAFIA would get within an eyelash of the KOL VAS, this MR. S
guy would sink a shot from the farthest
corher of the court. Consequently, the
POLISH MAFIA went down under the
hands of MR. S. and company to a score of
37to27.

